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NEAREST POINTS US CONVEX SETS INNOR,'&~mD LINEAR SPACES

Simon Fitzpatrick and John Giles

Abstract Given a nonn··one linear functional u* on a normed linear space E
we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the separation by u * of a convex
set C from B[x,dc(x)] to imply the existence, or existence and 1..miqueness, of a
nearest point in C to x.
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1. Introduction. Consider a normed linear space E and a nonempty closed subset
K of E whose distance function dK is defined by

that xe E\K has a nearest point p(x) in K
has a nearest

:= inf{llx~zlll ze K}. We say

llx ~ p(x)ll = dK(x). If xe E\K

x + dc(x)u in a closed set K then u is a unit vector such that

the one-sided directional derivative
:= limt...,. 0t·1 [dK(x+tu)- dK(x)] = -1.

Recently, Fitzpatrick [Fi] has considered the converse problem; that
and ue SE have

=

ifxEE\K

under what circumstances must the:re be a

nearest point :in K to x? vVe consider here the particular case where K is convex.
Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of E. It is dear that if xe E \ C
p(x) in C then there exists a support functional u*e SE* to

has a nearest

the dosed ball B[x,d0 (x)] at p(x) which separates B[x,d.c(x)] from C. In this
paper we consider the converse, getting conditions on u* under which if u*
separates B[x,d.0 (x)] from C then there must be a nearest point in C to x. We
also explore conditions under which the existence and uniqueness of such nearest
points is guaranteed.
The duality mapping en a normed linear space E is the multi-valued
function defined by J(x) := {x*eE* I <x*,x> = 11x112 = llx*112}. We let SE and BE
denote the 1.mit sphere and the dosed unit ball of E and write B[x,r] := x + rBE
for x e E and

1'

> 0. We denote

X: the canonical image of xeE in E**.
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2. Nearest point'!!! ii:n convex sets, A nonempty closed set is convex if and only if its
distance function is cn:nvex. Vle begin by giving a charaterization of the
subdifferential of de

' a convex set C and

some extra information when

dc+(x;u) = -1.

Prop<Dj§ition :it Let C be a dosed convex subset of a normed linear space E and
xeE\C. Then u*eddc(x) ifand
B[x,dc(x)] with <u*,y>

~

if u*eSE'' and u* separates C from

<u'\c> for all ceC rur1d ye B[x,dc(x)]. If u*e

and

d 0 +(x;u) = -1 for some ueSE then "·u*eJu.
~oof

If u':'eiidc(x) and ceC then <u*,c-x>

ce C v;rith llc-xil dose to
constant 1. Now if

CE C

we have !lu*li

~

then <u*,c> :,;;

<u*,y>

~

and

d.c(c)- d0 (x) ""- dc(x). 'I'aking
~

1. But llu*li

de

1 as

has Lipschitz

- dc(x) + <u*,x> = - dc(x) +

which is the infimum of u* on B[x,dc(x)] and
Conversely, i.f u*e

~

u~'

separates as required.

u~'

C f:rom B[x,d0 (x)] 'Mth

<u*,c> fb:r aU cEC and yE B[x,dc(x)] then for ye B[x,d0 (x)] we have

dc(y) :;;;:

,y-c> ! cr: C}

= <u*,y-x> +

i ce C}

~

<u*,y-x> + d 0 (:x)

so that u *e ad 0 (x).

If we also have dc+(x;u) = ~1 for some ue
and !lull= 1 = liu*il so

then <u*,u>::.:; dc+(x;u) = -1
~

= -1 and -u*eJu.

Theorem 2. Let E be a normed linear space and C a closed convex subset of E. If
xe E\C and u*e SE" separates C from B[x,dc(x)] and if ever'i; sequence xn frm::n. SE
with <u*,xn>

~

1 has a weak cluster point then there is a nearest point inC to x.

Proof Let Yn be a minimizing sequence inC for x. We have, replacing u* by -u* if
necessary, u*e adc(x) by Proposition 1. Thus <u*,yn-X>
so that <u*,- Yn+x> /1!yn-xll

~

~

dc(Yn)- dc(x)::::- dc(x)

1. Thus (x-yn)/llx-yn!l has a weak duster point and

therefore y 11 has a weak duster point y. Since C is weakly dosed we have yeC
and we have dc(x)
the

no~-1,

~

llx-yll

~limn

so y is a nearest point.

l!x-ynll

= dc(x)

by weak lower semicontinuity of
t
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The next lemma is basic in developing the converse of Theorem 2.

211d

P:~.·oof

Yj of

E is

Without loss

Then we may take a subsequence

A.u xn such that Yj is weak* convergent to some FeE**.

Now we have

00

rl weak*conv

m=l

and since Fe E**\E our result follows.

u*e SE" with <u*,xn> ~ 1. Then there is a closed convex subset C ofE and a point
xe E\C such that x has no nearest point in C and u* separates C from
B[x,dc(x)]. Ifue SE and -u*eJu then we can also arrange to have dc+(x;u)

=-1.

Proof Let A.,:= (1+1/n)/<u*,xn> and apply Lem."'la 3 to get a sequence Yn such
that <u*,yn> '\! 1, !lyn!l

~

1 and

n_conv{Yj lj>m} = 0.
m=l
Take x such that <u*,x> = llxl! (it always is possible to take
C:= conv {-Yn I ne :N}. We have dc(x)::;; ilxll + 1 since llynll

~

and
1. On the other hand

for ce C we have

llx-cil :2: <u*,x- c> :2: inf {<u*,x + Yn> I ne M} = llxll + 1
which shows that dc(x)

= llxll

+ 1 and that

sup {<u*,c> I ceC} = inf{<u*,y> I yeB[x,dc(x)]L
Suppose z is a nearest point in C to x. Thus llx - zll
<u*,x- z> ::;; llxll + 1. However ze conv {-Yn ! ne
<u*,x + y 0 >

= llxll

= llxll

and <u*,yn>

+ 1 and so

=1 + 1/n

so that

+ 1 +1/n. Thus fo:r each meN we have z e conv {-yn I n>m}

and therefore

which is a contradictiono
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Now let

~u*EJu

where 0 ::<; s < 1. Thus
so

lhnt';..ot~ 1 [dc(x 8 +tu)-

so we may take x 8 := (s-l)u in the calculations above
"" 1 + llx8 11 = 1 +
""-1.

The following example illustrates Theorem 4 and sho\vs that the
converse to the last stateraent in Proposition 1 is not generally true.

Example 5. In E := e0 let ei denote the usual basis vectors and take x::: -e 1 , u:=e 1
+ e2 + ... + en i

and C := CO:i:W

nE

n> lL Then de has directional

derivative -1 at -e1 in the direction e1 btct -e 1 has n:o nearest

in C. At 0

has one-Bided direeticma1 derivative 0 in the direction e 1 but e 1 * separates C

from

and 0 has no nearest point in C.

Cornbining these results we obtain the foHowing characterizations.

TheoremS. Let u*e SE'-' on a :normed linear space E. Every sequence xn from
vrith <u *,xn> -» 1 has a weak duster point if and

if for every dosed convex

subset C of E and xE E\C such that u* separates C from B[x,dc(x)] there is a

+

nearest point in C to x.

For norm-attaining functionals we have an extra equivalent condition.

Th.eorcem. 7" Let E be a nor:rned linear space and ue SE and u*e Ju. The follovving

are equivalent.
Every sequence Xn from SE with

.:;. 1 has a weak cluster point.

(ii) For every closed convex subset C of E and xe E\C such that u* separates C

from B[x,dc(x)] there is a nearest point inC to x.
(iii) For every closed convex subset C of E and xeE\C and veSE such that
U *E ddc(X)

and de +(x;v)

= -1 there is a nearest point in C to X.
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of mriqueness of nearest
points in convex sets. If

u'~

does not attain its norm and

B[x,dc(x)] then there is no nearest

u'~

C from

in C to x and the question of u:niqueness

does not arise.
Propositi•Liln 8. Let E be a ll(licmed linear space and let u*e SE* att:ai:ra. its no:rm..

Then u* exposes BE if and only if fbr every dosed convex subset C of E and
xe E\C such that u* separates C from B[x,dc(x)] there is at most one nea:rest
inC to x.
Proof If y and z are nearest points in C to x then !lx-yii

= ilx-zll = dc(x) and

<u*,x-y> = <u*,x-z> = ±dc(x). Since u* exposes B[x,dc(x)] we have x-y = x-z and
y=z so the nearest

is unique if it exists.

:.n1n'"""""'h' suppose that u* does not expose

BE. Thus there are y and

z in SE such that y=ft.z and <u*,y> = <u*,z> = 1. Let C := {ty + (1-t)z I 0::;; t::;;

Then <u*,x> = 1 =

fo:r all xe C so u* separates C from B[O,dc(O)] and

every point of C is a nearest point in C to 0.

Now we can characterize those u* for which separation by u* forces
•.-aJL!lYl'-'""

nearest points to exist.

Theorem 9. Let E be a normed linear space and ue SE and u *e J u. The following
are equivalent.
(i)

Every sequence xn from SE with <u*,xn>

(ii) The functional u* exposes BE** at

"t

1 converges weakly to u.

u.

(iii) The norm on E* has Gateaux derivative

u at u*.

(iv) For every closed convex subset C ofE and xeE\C such that <u*,y>:?.: <u*,c> for
all ce C and ye B[x,dc(x)] the point x - dc(x)u is the unique nearest point in C to x.
(v) For every closed convex subset C of E and xeE\C such that u* separates C
from B[x,dc(x)] there is a unique nearest point in C to x.
Fo:r every dosed convex subset C ofE and xeE\C such that u* e
VE

SE with dc+(x;v) = "1 the point X+dc(x)v is the

uu.<y_ucoo

and

nearest point inc to X.
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Proof If

hol.ds then Theorem 7 shovJs the existence of a nearest point z in C to

x in (iv),

and. (vi), and Proposition 8 shows that z is the unique nearest

as u* exposes BE, But then <u*,x-z> =

=llx-zl! a_nd in

'ltve see that

(x- dc(x)u)>"" I! x- (x- dc(x)u) II= dc(x) so that z = x- ddx)u. Now
Proposition 1 since
trivlaUy and

So
implies

follows by

and (vi). However (iv) implies
Proposition 1.

If(v) holds then Proposition 8 shows that u* exposes BE and Corollary
7 shows that every sequence xu from SE with <u*,xn>
point, which must be u because
IIFii = 1 ID"ld <F,u*>""

u~'

~·

1 has a weak cluster

exposes BE at u. Suppose FeE** with

= 1. Let x*

E

E*. By weak* density of BE in BE**

must be a '\ll!eak duster point of x11 we have <x*,u> ""<F,x*>. Thus F'""
was arbitrary, and u* exposes BE"'' at

giving (ii).

It is well known (see [Gi), p.197) that

suppose

holds and let

duster point F of
at

u we have

converges

F =

xnE

u as x*

is equivalent, to

Finally

SE '\'ilith <u*,xn> ~ 1. ·we see that every weak*

has <F,u*> = 1 and Fe BE** so that since u* exposes BE"'''

u and

converges weak* to fL However that means x11

to u, yielding (i).

4L Remark§! Our theme in e:a."J)loring the problem of the existence and uniqueness
of nearest points in convex sets has concerned the nature of separating linear
functionals. Much of the previous literature on nearest points in convex sets
followed from. the papers ofGarkavi, but :his 'tJltork concerned quite different
themes to ours" In [Ga2] Ga:rkavi provided a necessary and sufficient condition
fo:r a point of a convex set to be a nem·est point to a given point outside the set,
Earlier, in [Gal] he investigated the idea of embedding a convex set in the second
dual and finding nearest points in the weak* dosu.re of the set. We come closest to
this idea when exploring the condition given in Theorem 9(ii).
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